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 "My hubby was confused approximately why We was laughing while reading a beauty guide book. The humor
helps it be more of a fun journey than a lecture.Like, really, this is the easiest and most helpful makeup
publication I've ever read."" A good amount of photos cover all areas of makeup with easy to digest step-by-
step guidelines using types of all age range and ethnicities."" I almost snorted out my peaches and
cream."Award winning makeup artist and author Katelyn Galloway takes you through every step of makeup
from skin care to smokey eye, armed with wry wit and copious understanding.It is hilarious and so
informative!
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 Also, her and her experience are just a tweet away. I found this book after weeks of wading through
YouTube tutorials and Instagram feeds in order to learn how to switch up my makeup regimen. I’d had a
sudden, startling realization that I’d been performing the same fundamental not-too-flattering smokey
vision for, oh, almost twenty years. Time to update, correct? Off to the web for help. Wait around… What’s
all this? Baking? I get it! What if my eyebrows don’t need to be on fleek? Imagine if I don’t need to look
camera-flawless? Contouring? What if I don’t desire my face to appear “snatched?”Last week I found
Katelyn’s YouTube channel and premiered from the death-grip of social media marketing beauty gurus. Her
laid-back, down-to-earth personality was a relief. No buzz conditions, no coy product placement, just honest
views. When she stated her publication, I came right to Amazon and downloaded it. Very useful indeed. Cut
crease? That's true love. I get why blending was heading so wrong for me! I understand the defining form!
This reserve and its incredibly helpful photos did more for me compared to the unmentionable hours I spent
hitting through videos.But for reals, thank you thank you, thank you Katelyn because of this book and to
be you and to be the you that wrote this book!I've hardly ever enjoyed learning anywhere near this much.
I possess lots of these books: Trish, Bobbi, Kevyn, Gemma, Nars, etc. What was new was understanding
how to make it happen, why it wasn’t functioning before, and how to begin seeing in the mirror the result
I got in my head. Plenty of light bulb moments had been peppered throughout. Direct, to the point, and

sometimes funny, that is a very well crafted resource that deserves a look. Excellent guide for beginngers
or anyone wanting to intensify their makeup game! I watched two or three of the author's movies on
YouTube before making a decision to just purchase her book. Over the past almost a year I've watched too
many hours of makeup video clips from gurus, makeup performers, and anyone else but nothing at all helped
me get yourself a grasp on items just as much as this book do!Although I'm generally a visual learner the
way everything was described really was beneficial to me. She was dead to me for a sec then I recognized
I couldn't live without her. What things to say, butBUY, BUY, BUY! Pragmatic breakdown for applying
makeup.As an extra bonus, We felt that each single technique and appearance that's shown in the
publication will be very wearable for any person with average skills. Its all very classic; there is nothing
Instagram or trendy about the looks that might make them difficult to accomplish or really difficult wear
beyond several photos. I think I understand the guidelines behind the smoky eye, like, first-time ever. This
book was packed filled with information and applying make-up finally makes sense. I still would have enjoyed
it immensely for the author's tone of voice and wit 1. But actually if you're an experienced makeup lover
who's perfected the cut crease and crazy contour, or whatever it is you love about makeup, I think you
can still learn a whole lot from the detailed technical information about color and positioning.I would
recommend reading the publication first and then watching some of the author's YouTube tutorials so you
can move from the detailed diagrams to watching it all come together used. Publishers, take note! I found
it to be very newbie-friendly. EASILY had learnt nothing in the reading of this book, I still could have liked
it immensely for the author's tone of voice and wit.2. I DID find out something in the reading of this
book. I have had the confidence to try a few new a) colors and b) techniques that I wasn't sure about
before. Great read This was readable and gave great step-by-step instruction.)3. Not merely do I feel like
I could put makeup on my face within an appealing manner, Personally i think like I have already been
EDUCATED about makeup. Not only the artwork of it, however the science of it. This reserve is fully
empowering! If you're a consumer of makeup products, I recommend it! Awesome possum! I like that the
writer recommends brushes from artwork supply shops and other activities that are affordable. What can
I state Katelyn is a majestic fluffer nutter which book helped me break the addiction of being lame and

sad.Not really everything in this publication will be new for every reader. Sorry all my teachers ever. My
face is 60% more glorious than before and that's just because I'm naturally 40% glorious.I'll never forgive
Katelyn for making me realize that I sucked at makeup though. It was all extremely in-depth without
being overwhelming and the text format made it easier for me to go at my own speed. And it’s noteworthy



that her models are everyday ladies with various skin tones and textures and age, beautiful and real, not
really Instagram-flawless. I seriously love it as much as a creamy latte or a peice of buttered toast! I
finally I obtain it! Plenty of ilustrative photos.! I certainly recommend this guru's instruction and don't miss
out on her YouTube movies. YES, buy it! this is the best little makeup book filled up with essential and
useful instructions on putting stuff on your own face and looking all the better for this. Also the author is
one of my favorite online makeup gurus. And the method that you could fail by spending only $6, in
understand not. The photos and diagrams really bumped it up to the next level and made it extremely easy
for me to comprehend what she was describing.!!And sign up to all things Katelyn Galloway Hilarious AND
Helpful!! OMG. I don't know where Katelyn Galloway lives, but I need a new companion. I would love to
know very well what products she used for her makeovers, however they aren’t detailed because items
come and go. BUT she also has some excellent stuff in this publication! I already knew plenty before I
began. (She also simply started her own business and put out a great item called The Palette, look up Salt
New York to discover more regarding that if you are interested. From fundamental to advanced. I found
that to become an enormously useful way to get a grasp on the basic ideas she explains in both places.! She
places great gobs of grand articles on YouTube and this book is another example of her effort and
dedication to helping everyone look and feel amazing. I earnestly recommend it, not only to anyone learning

about make-up, but also to anyone experienced in make-up who would like new insights and some great
laughs, and it's a great gift idea for me. I highly recommend this reserve. The instructions are obvious, and
conveniently adaptable to each person’s taste.! Hilarious. Wow! Great reserve for the brand new makeup
performers in your life. I usually figured videos would be an easier method for me to learn but these
photos have become high quality, clear shots that allowed me to go back and forth to see all the subtle
differences as much as I had a need to. Empowers newbies or reluctant users to step up to the mirror
and play. Highly recommend companion Yt site Kiki G. Very helpful and various angle in comparison to many
identical titles. Suddenly things started making feeling. I liked that the looks ranged from very
minimal/natural to full on smokey, glittery glam. BEST $6 Face Stuff Instruction Booklet in the Galaxy! As
for improvements, Id appreciate more ebook friendly formatting (some photos ie colors for eyes were very
small, texts might use some sizing differentiation etc) and Id want to see shades combo recommendations,
as following the rule that colours should match between themselves a lot more than to us. A truly
unregrettable purchase Kiki is hysterical and brilliant. I've been a fan of her on YouTube for a while and
was thrilled to be able to support her by picking this up., and there is tons of info right here that I could
use.) I love her attitude and her personal brand generally, and this book is no exception. It's packed
complete with useful info and is written in the same organic humorous tone of voice she uses for
everything.! (spoiler: I'm super pleased with the outcomes of both! I consider myself a beginner at applying
constitute and this book gave me an excellent foundation to grow and prefect my skills. I believe that this
publication is fantastic now and will be fantastic 25 years from right now.If you are a beginning seeking to
try and wrap your mind around the complicated globe of makeup, I think this is a great place to begin! Yay!
I enjoy her definitions and explanations all on the way. She answered queries I was embarrassed to talk to.
:D This book is fun to read and easy to understand. A Must-have Makeup Manual that is Exceptionally Epic
Edutainment Buy this information!! I love @KikiGMakeup, both on her behalf sense of humor and style, as
well as her depth of understanding. Amazing and fun book!! They are helpful AND hilarious.An awesome read
for anyone who wants to look nice, but may’t work out how to make all the stuff function. Her writing
design was fun and enjoyable to read.
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